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ABSTRACT
Underwater wireless sensor networks have found a number of applications in under-
water environment monitoring, infrastructure monitoring, military applications and ocean
exploration. Among the four possible means of underwater wireless communication,
namely acoustic, electromagnetic (EM), magneto-inductive (MI) and optics communica-
tion, MI communication enjoys the advantages of being low cost and robust equally in air,
water and soil. This dissertation presents design and implementation of a low-power and
low-cost MI sensor network node that is suited for long-term deployment of underwater and
underground infrastructure monitoring, such as bridge scour and levee scour monitoring.
The designed MI sensor node combat the directionality of the single coil MI communica-
tion by utilizing 3D coil to both transmit and receive. The presented MI sensor node is
tested in air and underwater to show robustness and reliability. The sensor node is designed
after thorough analysis and evaluation of various MI challenges such as directionality, short
range, decoupling due to mis-alignment of coils, and effect of metal structure. A communi-
cation range of 40m has been achieved by the prototype sensor node. The prototyping cost
of a sensor node is less than US$100 and will be drastically reduced at volume production.
A novel and an energy efficient medium access control (MAC) protocol based on the carrier
sense medium access (CSMA) has also been implemented for the designed sensor node to
improve throughput in a dense network.
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SECTION
1. INTRODUCTION
Underwater wireless sensor networks have been the area of during the last two
decades due to a huge number of applications in environmental monitoring, military appli-
cations and ocean exploration. Advancement in underwater communication has been slow
because of the research challenges offered due to lack of reliable mode of communication.
The concepts of wireless communication mediums used in terrestrial communication such
as electromagnetic waves (EM) and optical waves can not be simply applied to underwa-
ter because of the harsh environment. EM waves undergo high attenuation in water due
to higher electric permittivity of water and are suitable for shallow and extremely short
range communications only. Similarly, optical waves scatter in water and can be used for
extremely short range applications. The commonly used medium for underwater commu-
nication is acoustics but the slow speed of propagation, severe multi-path and high cost
of acoustic modems makes the acoustic communication very challenging. Recently, the
use of Magneto Inductive (MI) communication has been studied for air, underground and
underwater communications and found to be a promising choice to be used for underwater
sensor networks applications.
MI communication is achieved using tightly tuned coils with quasi static field. The
magnetic field is produced when a time-varying current passes through a conducting wire
or a coil. The magnetic field lines when pass through the second coil, a voltage is induced.
The transmit and receive coils resonate at frequency related to the load impedance. This
resonance occurs when the transmit coil has minimum RLC series impedance and the
receiver coil has maximum RLC parallel impedance as shown in Figure 1.1. The amount
2of induced voltage is proportional to the fraction of magnetic flux lines generated by the
first coil. Factors such as the current, size, shape of the coil and the separation distance
between the two coils greatly effect the voltage induced in the second coil.
Figure 1.1. MI coupling
MI depends on relative permeability and conductivity of the medium. Magnetic
permeability of rock, soil, and water is very similar (≈ 1), that makes MI very robust in all
these mediums. The conductivity of the medium affects MI communication because of the
eddy current produced due to the time varying field. This is measured by the skin depth





where ω is the frequency and σ is the conductivity of the media and µ0 is the magnetic
permeability of free space. Thus, environments such as ocean where the water is salty and
more conductive the skin effect will be more dominant and affect the communication. It can
be seen that skin effect is directly proportional to the frequency and lowering the frequency
can help to reduce the skin effect. On the other hand, using low frequencies magnetic
channel suffers from a lot of background noise which also disrupt the communication.
To cope with such background noise, transceivers are configured to work with extremely
narrow bands.
3MI communication offers a lot of underwater and underground structural monitor-
ing applications especially bridge scour monitoring and levee scour monitoring. Bridge
scouring and levee scouring is a process where running water erodes the sand and rocks
from around the structure pillars causing to collapse. The structure collapse could occur
in days, months or years. To control the damage the health of the structure needs to be
monitored. Several methods have been proposed to monitor the structure health, such as
magnetic sliding collars, sonar systems, remotely controlled boats, buried probes, fathome-
ters and optical sensors but due to extreme rough conditions in a river flow these solutions
does not appear a low cost and real time solution. There is a need of deploying on ground
solution which can consistently monitor the structure. The dissertation presents design and
implementation of MI sensor node that can be a real time solution for structural health
monitoring applications.
Figure 1.2a shows the proposed solution for bridge scour monitoring where the sen-
sor node is deployed with the bridge pillar. The sensor node is equipped with accelerometer
which monitors the movement and position of the sensor node all the time. As the bridge
scouring occurs, the sensor node will slide or experience a change in its position and will
send that information back which will raise the scouring alert. Similarly, Figure 1.2b shows
the proposed solution for levee scour monitoring where the sensor node is deployed with
the I-wall. The sensor node is equipped with inclinometer which measures the tilt of the
I-wall all the time. As the erosion occurs the I-wall tilts and the inclinometer will record
the degree of inclination and report back to the base station.
1.1. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Wireless sensor networks in general are energy hungry networks. The sensor nodes
are mostly battery powered and deployed in remote places where replacing power supply
of the sensor node is hard. Energy efficiency is thus an important challenge for wireless
sensor networks and especially for underwater structural monitoring applications where
4(a) Bridge scour monitoring (b) Levee scour monitoring
Figure 1.2. Bridge and Levee scouring solution
long term deployment is required. Along with the main challenge of designing a low power
MI sensor node, MI also offers some challenges which are analyzed and taken care of in
this dissertation.
Magnetic fields are directional and require the transmit and receive nodes tomaintain
a specific orientation. Keeping a sensor node with fixed orientation is not possible when
deployed in field. This directional property ofMI greatly affects the robustness and increases
localization challenges too. This require the MI sensor node to be omni-directional which
can be achieved by using three dimensional coils. Designing the three dimensional coil also
needs a careful study as the mutual coupling between the coils can affect the performance.
Using the three dimensional coils also has a trade-off between the communication distance
and power consumption and require an optimal configuration.
The structural monitoring applications require the sensor nodes to gather the data
through the sensors and report to a central position. During normal hours of operation,
transmission activity is very low but can experience high traffic in case of emergency. This
requires the sensor node to have an efficient MAC protocol that can guarantee successful
transmission in case of failure detection.
51.2. CONTRIBUTIONS
The dissertation targets all the challenges and presents a low-power and low-cost
practical solution to underwater wireless sensor networks using MI communication. The
specific contributions are:
1. Hardware and software implementation of a robust and omni-directional MI sensor
node that can be used in underwater structural monitoring applications. Analysis
of three possible configurations of the 3D coil for MI transceiver are performed to
choose the optimal configuration. Experimental evaluation of the MI sensor node
in air and underwater are also conducted to verify the robustness and performance
(presented in Paper 1).
2. Theoretical model is derived for 3D coil MI transceiver to calculate the mutual
coupling between the receive and transmit coils. Equivalent circuit analysis are
also performed for the 3D coil to observe the effect of detuning and mis-alignment
(presented in Paper 2).
3. Analysis of the effect of metal structures near MI nodes have been carried out using
EMCoStudio simulations. Our analysis have shown that metal structures greatly
affect the communication performance and found the minimum separation that MI
node can have from the metal structure (presented in Paper 3).
4. Implementation of an energy efficient MAC protocol that utilizes the directional
pattern of the magnetic field produced through each of the three coils. (presented in
Paper 4).
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ABSTRACT
A set of low-cost wireless sensors are designed and implemented using Magnetic Induction
(MI) for underwater and underground communications. Hardware features of the sensor
nodes include a 3D MI coil antenna and its different configurations for transmit and receive
operations, low-power circuits for sleep mode, several types of sensors, data storage, and
best transmit/receive circuits selected to achieve the maximum communication range with
low power consumption. The material cost of a sensor node is less than US$100 at the
prototyping stage and can be drastically reduced at volume production. Software designs
utilize low-power modes of micro-controllers and power supply circuits, state-machine
implementation of sleep, receive, sensing, and transmit modes, range estimation from RSSI
(received signal strength indicator), andmedium access protocols such as polling andCSMA
(carrier sensing multiple access). Extensive lab and field tests conducted with the sensor
nodes demonstrate promising performance in terms of power consumption, communication
range, range estimation, and robustness againstmismatch of coil orientations and networking
capabilities.
71. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks have been widely applied to environmental monitoring,
infrastructure monitoring, smart living, smart manufacturing, etc. In particular, underwater
and underground sensor networks play a more important role in ocean exploration, coastal
surveillance, infrastructure monitoring, and underground mining, as these environment is
hostile to human operators, and robots and autonomous vehicles are expected to work with
the wireless sensor networks in the access-denied environment. Example applications are
non-destructive detection of water-front infrastructure defects [17], levee/river bank mon-
itoring, pipe-line monitoring of undersea oil production and transportation, early warning
of disastrous flood/storm, and ocean observatory, etc. For most of those applications, low-
power consumption, long-deployment lifespan, sensing ability, and reliable communication
are the key requirements to the sensor network nodes.
Unlike the common wireless sensors that use Radio Frequency (RF) propagation
for communication in the air, underwater or underground wireless communications have
proven to be extremely difficult [15, 11]. The possible means of wireless communication
underwater/underground include optics [18, 6], acoustics [8, 21, 27, 26], and Magnetic
Induction (MI) [23, 13, 3, 19, 10, 25, 2, 14, 22, 20, 11, 4, 16]. In the review papers [5, 9], the
authors provide detailed comparison of the three communicationmeans in ocean underwater
environment. In comparison to acoustic and optical communications, MI communication
has the advantage of be low cost, low power consumption, performs consistently in most
communication media: in-air, underwater, and underground. Therefore, MI is suitable for
wireless sensor networks deployed in all environment and with long-lifespan requirements.
Recent development in MI communication include nearfield touchless entry [13,
3, 16], RF identification (RFID) [25, 2], underground sensing [22], and target localization
[19, 10]. A handful of existing MI communication systems are found in the literature for
underwater and underground applications. In [20], a high magnetic moment (250 Am2)
at the transmitter was used to achieve 400 m communication range in sea water with a
8low data rate (40 bps) and a low carrier frequency (< 3 kHz). In [11], the underwater MI
channels are modeled by considering dense networks with closely placed transmitters and
receivers. In [3], nearfield relaying of closely placed coils were investigated to increase the
communication range. In [17, 4], we presented a low-cost MI sensor node that uses one
transmit coil and one or three receive coils at 125 kHz carrier frequency to achieve 20 m
range at 1 kbps data rate.
In this paper, we investigate three different transmission configurations through the
3D coils and their effects on communication range and power consumption. One transmit
configuration is to connect the three coils in series and excite them simultaneously with
one signal source (Figure 1a); the second configuration is to connect three coils with three
separate signal sources and simultaneously transmit the three signals (Figure 1b); the third
configuration is to connect the three coils with one signal source via a switch and transmit
three separate signals sequentially in time (Figure 1c). Our study shows that the sequential
transmission scheme has more advantage over the simultaneous transmission schemes in
terms of omni-directionality and power consumption.
With the third configuration, we also provide an integrated solution to a low-power
MI sensor node that achieves robust communication over 40 meter range and 1 kbps to 5
kbps data rate. With commercial of the shelf (COTS) components, the integrated sensor
node has a small form factor, and a low material cost of less than US100. Sensing and data
storage capability, range estimation, and medium access protocols are also implemented
in the sensors. Laboratory and field tests demonstrate that the sensor nodes achieve good
communication range and with very low power consumption.
2. PRINCIPLE OF MI COMMUNICATIONS
MI communications uses well-tuned coils to create an alternating magnetic field. If
λ/2pi >> d, where λ is the wavelength and d is the distance between the transmitter and
receiver, then the magnetic field within the radius R is regarded as a quasi-static field or
9near field. A single MI coil exhibits strong directionality, meaning that the magnetic field
along its axis is stronger than that along the other directions. The induced voltage in the
receive coil is higher when the receive coil faces the transmit coil than those when two
cols are at different orientations. For this reason, multi-coil system is often necessary for
MI communication systems to achieve near omni-directional communication in the three
dimensional (3D) space. Similar to inductive power charging systems [7], three coils are
often used together with their center coinciding at one point and their axes orthogonal to each
other. This physical configuration helps achieving maximal strength in both transmission
and reception, as well as the best omni-directionality [24, 12, 14]. However, different
configurations of the three transmit and receive coils are available, and these configurations
have rather different performance.
Three configurations are commonly used in the literature, as shown in Fig. 1.
Configuration 1 uses a single signal source to excite the three coils connected in series.
Configuration 2 uses three independent signal sources to excite each coil separately and
simultaneously. The use of independent sources allows Configuration 2 to transmit either
the same or different signals at a given time. Configuration 3 uses a single source to transmit
sequentially through the three coils and the magnetic fields generated at different times may
be combined differently, as shown in Fig. 1d.
The three dimensional coils are placed in a Cartesian coordinate system and xˆ, yˆ,
and zˆ are unit vectors that aligns with the three axes. Coil 1 is on the xy plane and its coil
axis is zˆ, Coil 2 is on the xz plane with coil axis at yˆ, and Coil 3 is on the yz plane with coil
axis at xˆ. With the coils centered at the origin, the magnetic field at an arbitrary observing
point s = (x, y, z) produced by the transmit coil i is derived by [19].
Bi = C0Ii(t)(Bix xˆ + Biy yˆ + Biz zˆ) i = 1, 2, 3 (1)
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(a) Single source with coils connected
in series
(b) Sperate sources connectedwith coils in parallel
(c) Single source connected with coils in parallel and
transmit in series
(d) Timing of magnetic fields in the three configurations.
Figure 1. Three configurations of the transmit coils. Note that although the circuit with Tx
Configuration 2 may also be controlled to implement the sequential transmission scheme in
Configuration 3 or parallel transmission scheme in Configuration 1, we refer Configuration
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where C0 = µoµrNA/(4pid5), µo = 4pi × 10−7 H/m is the magnetic permeability constant,
µr is the relative permeability of the medium, N is the number of turns, Ii(t) is the current
signal flowing through the ith coil, A = pir2 is the area of each coil, and r is the radius of
each coil, and d is the distance from the origin to the observing point s.
Assume all configurations arewell tuned to an operation frequency fc and the current
source is Ii(t) = exp{ j2pi f0t + φi}. Then the combined magnetic field of Configuration 1
and 2 is the vector sum of the fields of the three coils.
Bsum = B1 + B2 + B3
Substituting the values of Ii(t) and Bi , the magnitude of the combined magnetic field is
Bsum =
√√√√ I21 (t)C11 + I22 (t)C22 + I23 (t)C33 + 2I1(t)I2(t)C12
+ 2I2(t)I3(t)C23 + 2I3(t)I1(t)C31
(2)















C12 = B1xB2xB1yB2y + B1zB2z
C23 = B2xB3x + B2yB3y + B2zB3z
C31 = B3xB1x + B3yB1y + B3zB1z
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where C4 = C11 + C22 + C33 + 2C12 + 2C23 + 2C31.
For Configuration 2, the current sources of the three coils can have the same phase
or different phases. We studied two options: Option 1 is φi = 0 for all i. Then similar to
Configuration 1, the magnitude of the combined field strength is then Bc2o1 = Bc1. Option
2 is φ1 = 0, φ2 = pi/2, and φ3 = pi. Then the combined field strength is determined by (2)
For Configuration 3, the three magnetic fields are generated in series and will be
received at different times. If the received signals are combined by selecting the maximum
strength over time, then the equivalent magnetic field strength can be viewed as
Bc3 = max(B1, B2, B3). (4)
where B1, B2, and B3 are the magnitudes of the three transmit coils, respectively.
To illustrate the three configurations, we simulate the magnetic fields using Matlab
and the results are shown in Figure 2. The magnetic field is calculated at points around
the three coils from θ = 0◦ to θ = 360◦. Configuration 1 Bc1 and Configuration 2 Option
1 Bc2o1 have similar performance, as shown in Figure 2a. They both have oval shaped
directionality with maximum strength at 45◦ and 225◦, and minimum strength at 135◦ and
−45◦. The maximals and minimals are the results of superimposed fields from different
Tx coils adding constructively or destructively at these points. There can also exist points
in space where the superposition of the three fields cancels altogether to have a null. The
slight difference in Bc1 and Bc2o1 is due to the slight phase delay between the three Tx coils
in Configuration 1 while Configuration 2 Option 1 has exact the same phase in all three
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transmit coils. The directionality in the xy plane is improved in Configuration 2 Option
2 Bc2o2 by using different current sources with different phases but can still result in null
points in a different plane depending on the superposition of the fields.
Configuration 3 results are shown in Figure 2b, where only one coil is transmitting
at a time, and the xy plane shows B1 and B2 only. It can be seen that magnetic field of
each Tx coil is also directional and has minimals and maximals. However, the combined
field strength max(B1, B2, B3), shown as black dots, achieves pretty good strength at all
directions, with a slightly reduced strength at ±45◦ and ±135◦. This gives an advantage
over the simultaneous transmission to have more coverage points and avoid the probability
of getting nulls point in space.
Along with more robustness in space, Configuration 3 also outperforms the other
configurations in terms of current consumption. Configuration 2 uses three independent
current source and the current consumption is three times of that of Configuration 3.
Similarly, Configuration 1 has three coils serially connected, which yields three times of
impedance as Configuration 3. Therefore, to produce the same magnetic field, three times
as much current is drawn from the source, thus resulting in higher power consumption than
Configuration 3.
In the receiver, we assume that the three coils have similar configurations as their
Tx counterpart, with the exception that the tuning capacitors are connected with the coils
in parallel to achieve the highest induced voltage. The voltage in the receive coils induced
by the magnetic field B at the receive coil is given by
V = B2pi fcNAQ cosα (5)
where B is the magnitude of the magnetic field B, A is the area of the receive coil, N is the
number of turns of the receive coil, Q is the quality factor of the tuned coil, and α is the











































Figure 2. Magnetic field strength evaluated on the xy plane at z = 0.5 m.
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We denote the three Rx coils as x,y and z, then αx , αy and αz are the angles between
the sum magnetic field vector and the three receive coils, respectively. In Configuration 1
the receive coil induces a single voltage as all the three coils are connected in series. If we
define Cr = 2pi fcNAQ, the induced voltage is given as
Vc1 = Bc1Cr[cos(αx) + cos(αy) + cos(αz)] (6)
In Configuration 2, each of the three receive coils induces a separate voltage from Bc2 which
is either Bc2o1 or Bc2o2 depending on the current source of the two transmit options. The
voltages on the three receive coils are given by
Vc2x = Bc2Cr cos(αx) (7)
Vc2y = Bc2Cr cos(αy) (8)
Vc2z = Bc2Cr cos(αz) (9)
In Configuration 3, the receiver has the advantage to select the maximum of the
three individual transmitted fields in Bc3.
Vc3,i = BiCr max
x,y,z
[cos(αi,x), cos(αi,y), cos(αi,z)] (10)
Vc3 = max
i
(Vc3,ii = 1, 2, 3) (11)
The receiver then choose the strongest of Vc3,i for future communication needs unless the
sensor node has moved.
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Figure 3. Block Diagram of the low-cost sensor node with MI communication and sensing
capabilities
3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF SENSOR NODES
Based on the analysis in Section 2, we chose Configuration 3 for the design and
implementation of our underwater and underground sensor nodes. The design goals are to
achieve low power, low cost, sensing capability, good omni-directionality for localization,
and robustness in communication and networking capability. This section describes the
hardware and software design and implementation of the sensor nodes.
3.1. Hardware Implementation. Themulti-coil transceiver hardware architecture
is shown in Fig. 5, where most of the components are Commercial Off The shelf (COTS).
The main component is the micro-controller unit (MCU) which is the brain of the system.
We have selected Texas Instruments MSP430F5529 for its low-power, many Analog to
Digital Converter (ADC) channels, and amber I/O ports. The digital sensor chips include
accelerometer and calendar IC, which are connected to the micro-controller via I2C bus.
The analog sensing devices include the pore pressure sensor and inclinometer which are
connected to theMCUvia the on-chipADC interfaces. The receiver design uses awatch dog
receiver AS3933 which uses the SPI serial bus for control commands and uses the general
purpose input/output pins (GPIO) for data communications. The transmitter ATA5276 is
controlled by the MCU through Universal Asynchronous Receive and Transmit (UART)
port.
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Figure 4. PCB of the sensor node
The three coils in spherical configuration, along with their matched tuning capac-
itors, are connected to the transmitter or receiver circuitry through relays. All three coils
independently receive the transmitted signals which are fed to the three input ports of the
AS3933 simultaneously. The AS3933 uses selection combining which chooses the signal
with the highest received signal strength (RSS) measure and pass it to the micro-controller.
The Printed Circuit Board is shown in Fig. 4, where the two circular boards are joined by
connectors and can be debugged separately. The main board contains the MCU, sensors,
and the receiver circuitry. The daughter board contains the tuning relays, tuning capacitors,
and the transmitter. The diameter of the boards is 7.5 cm, and the thickness of the two fully
assembled boards is 2 cm.
The sensor node runs on an external battery power supply of 3.6 V which is the
only power source. The MCU and the receiver AS3933 requires a 3.3 V, the analog sensors
require ±5 V, and the transmitter ATA5276 requires +12 V. The power is distributed to
the different components via three power levels V_cont, V_sense and V_tx, as shown in
Figure 5. V_cont is the regulated 3.3V and is supplied to the components that have to run
continuously. V_sense and V_tx are supplied to the sensors and the transmitter circuitry
when the sensor node has to sense or transmit data. The MCU controls two switches
to turn on the two powers independently when they are needed. The transmitter power
has to be boosted from the 3.6 V external battery or the V_cont. The booster IC used is
ADP1613SMSOP8.
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Figure 5. Block Diagram of Power Control
The low power watchdog receiver AS3933 provides excellent features: it records
the RSSI of the incoming signals on all three coils with a 5 bits quantization; it allows to
decode manchester encoded data to improve bit error performance, and it supports On-Off
keying (OOk) demodulation. The receive sensitivity of AS3933 is 80 µV and its idle mode
power consumption is as low as 12 µA. AS3933 also provides 32 bit ID detection and carrier
frequency detection which makes it perfectly suited for sensor network protocols such as
CSMA (Carrier Sensing Multiple Access).
The transmitter ATA5276 is originally designed for Tire Pressure Management
Systems (TPMS) and can operate in the 100 kHz – 150 kHz frequency band. The IC
drives the LC antenna tank to the desired frequency and the transmit signal is sent from
the micro-controller through the UART interface. The transmitter has a maximum output
current of 1 A.
The three coils have the same radius of 0.11 m and the number of turns is 29. The
coil acts as an inductor which form a R-L-C resonance circuit with the tuning capacitor. The
equivalent transceiver circuit is shown in Figure 6, where the tuning capacitor is connected
in series with the coil at the transmitter achieve a small impedance which in turn yields a
high transmit current on the coil. On the other hand, the receiver requires high impedance
to respond to the small changes in magnetic flux passing through the coil, so the tuning
capacitor is connected in parallel with the coil. Since the same coil and tuning capacitor
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Figure 6. Equivalent series and parallel RLC circuits for transmit and receive configurations.
respectively. The mutual inductance M between the transmit and receive coils is linearly
proportional to the magnetic field strength Bi.
Table 1. Low Power Modes of Micro-controller
Power Mode Max Current Peripherals Disabled Peripherals Enabled
LPM0 95 (µA) CPU, MCLK ACLK, SMCLK & FLL
loop
LPM1 85 (µA) CPU, MCLK & FLL ACLK & SMCLK
LPM2 18 (µA) CPU, MCLK& FLL loop ACLK
LPM3 12 (µA) CPU, MCLK& FLL loop ACLK
LPM4 8.5 (µA) CPU,MCLK,FLL loop&
ACLK
None
are used for both transmit and receive circuitries, the two configurations are switched via a
relay which is controlled by the micro-controller. By default, the relay connects the receiver
configuration and, when the node needs to transmit data, the micro-controller switches
the relay to the series configuration and then returns to parallel configuration after the
transmission.
The relationship between the operation frequency, capacitance and inductance for
antenna tuning is F = 1/(2pi√LC). The resonant frequency has to be accurately tuned for
better performance. To tune the coils to operate at 125 kHz, we used 1% 4.78 nF capacitors
since the measured inductance was 340 µH.
3.2. Software Implementation. The sensor node is programmed using the code
composer studio (CCS v5.5). To lower the power consumption, the sensor node is kept in
the idle mode for most of the time. The MCU provide five low power modes. Each low
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Figure 7. Flow chart diagram of sensor node implementation
power mode consumes current depending on the peripherals enabled and disabled as shown
in the Table 1. We choose LPM3 mode due to need of asynchronous clock (ACLK) for the
timer being used.
Figure 7 shows the software implementation of the sensor node. The node starts
with the initialization of the clock, variables and peripherals and enters into an idle state.
The node remains in the idle state until one of the two interrupt occurs: signal received with
matching the node’s unique ID or the internal interrupt. The internal interrupt occurs due
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to a timer which is set to run until a predefined interval tsense. Each time the timer reaches
the time = tsense, the sensor node wakes up, acquires data from the interfaced sensors and
stores the data in the memory. The node then returns to the idle state.
In idle state, if a signal is detected, the node will compare the target ID with its own
unique ID in the received frame. If the ID matches the node enters the receive flow graph.
The node receives the incoming data, decodes the packet and records RSSI. Since we are
using Configuration 3, the node expects to receive the signal transmitted at second and third
time slots. It is possible that the sensor node is placed in a location where all the three
coils of the Tx node can not reach the Rx node, so a timer is used to avoid waiting for long
intervals. Once the data is received through the coils, the sensor node compares the RSSI,
look for the strongest Tx coil and retrieve the sensor’s data from the memory. The data is
then feed to the next block where the data is packetized into transmitted frame.
Figure 8 shows the transmitted frame which starts with one byte carrier and one
byte preamble followed by the four byte destination/target ID. The receive sensor node is
looking for this four byte target ID and upon matching this ID, the receive sensor node
wakes up the MCU and start decoding the rest of the packet. The rest of the frame consists
of the sender node and coil information along with a command or sensors data followed by
one byte EOF to indicate the end of the frame.
Once the transmit packet is ready, the sensor node uses CSMA implementation to
avoid collision of transmitted packets. The sensor node senses the channel and wait if a
transmission is detected. After a transmit packet interval time, the sensor node senses the
channel again and if no transmission is detected, the sensor node transmits the data out
using the three coils sequentially and goes back to the idle state.
Figure 8. Transmitted Data frame
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Figure 9. Current consumption of micro-controller and the sensor node
4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We now evaluate our MI sensor node performance. We calculate current con-
sumption of the sensor nodes in different working modes, show the directivity pattern and
perform range experiments to determine the maximum distance with our sensor node. We
next explain these tests
4.1. Power and Energy Consumption. Figure 9 shows the current consumption
of the MCU and the sensor node in the various available low power modes. The results
show that the sensor node consumes an average of 45µA other than the MCU current
consumption. We then compute the current consumption in the three main operating
modes: idle/sleep mode, receive mode and transmit mode as shown in Table 2. We perform
the same measurements with five different sets of sensor nodes to verify the robustness and
consistency of the sensor nodes.
The sensor node uses LPM3 for the sleep mode operation. To measure the current in
idle/sleep mode the node is programmed to remain in the idle mode and the average current
consumption is recorded as 60µA. To measure the current in receive mode, another sensor
node is set to transmit data to let our measuring sensor node receive data. A total of 200 byte
frame (1.6 second long) is transmitted from the other sensor node to make sure the current
is measured over a fair amount of time for receive mode. The average current in the receive
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mode is recorded as 0.49mA. For the transmit mode, the sensor node is programmed to
keep transmitting long bytes of data. Since the data is Manchester encoded, any sequence
of data will be represented by an equal amount of zeros and ones resulting in transmitting
half of the time. After a repetitive measurements on different sensor node the transmit mode
current is recorded as 253mA.
Table 2. Current consumption in operating modes
Sleep Mode Receive Mode Transmit Mode
Node 1 0.074 µA 0.53 m A 277 m A
Node 2 0.067 µA 0.50 m A 277 m A
Node 3 0.043 µA 0.49 m A 225 m A
Node 4 0.044 µA 0.42 m A 230 m A
Node 5 0.073 µA 0.52 m A 260 m A
Based on the current consumption in different modes, we calculate the life time





Tli f e = Cbattery/Iavg
whereCbattery is the battery capacity, Iavg is the average current per hour, Imode is the current
consumed in the mode and tmode is the time it remains in the mode in a given hour. The
modes are sleep, receive and transmit. With the given battery of 19Ampere-Hours capacity,
the calculations are shows in Figure 10 The lifetime is calculated with a network size of
10, 50 and 100 nodes. The number of transmission in a given hour is also considered. The
calculation shows that the sensor node can survive about 5 years for a high traffic and a
dense network of 100 nodes. For a low traffic and a less dense network the sensor node can
survive for 28 years.
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Figure 10. Life time of the sensor node
























Experimental in swimming pool
Analytical communication distance
Figure 11. Field experiment in air and water vs theoretical results
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4.2. Communication Distance. We now present the range testing of our sensor
nodes. We present the theoretical range with our current system parameters and verify
with our experimental range experiments. We perform the range tests both in air and water
to compare the air and water performance of the MI sensor node. The in-air tests were
conducted at a drive way and parking lot near HyPoint Industrial Park, Rolla, MO while the
underwater tests were conducted in a swimming pool of the university.
To perform the range experiment we use two sensor nodes. Each sensor node is
interfaced with the three dimensional coil and can act as both transmit and receive node .
For the purpose of range experiments we program one node to Tx and the other node to
Rx. The Tx node transmits a wakeup command to the Rx node. The Rx node starts with
the sleep mode and upon receiving the wakeup command, wakes up and records the RSSI.
The Rx and Tx nodes are placed on the same axis aligned to each other and after recording
the RSSI value, the distance is increased between them until the Rx node stops waking up.
For underwater range experiment, we use the plastic buckets to house the sensor boards and
coils for easy placement when performed experiments in water. We also use some weights
inside the bucket to allow the buckets to sink in water.
Figure 11 shows the theoretical and experimental received voltage where x-axis is
distance in meters and y-axis is the received voltage in decibels. Similar RSSI values can
be seen for in-air and underwater results. The RSSI values for the water are only recorded
until the length of the swimming pool, that is 30m. The maximum range for the current
version of MI sensor node is recorded as 38m. To compare with the field experiments we
find the analytical range of the sensor node using the transmit magnetic field and received
voltage equations (1) and (5) where N = 29, I = 0.8A, r = 0.104m, f = 125 kHz.
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Figure 12. Effect of Detuning on Performance
Effect of Tuning/Detuning on Performance Figure 12 compares the range results by
using a tuned and detuned sensor nodes. The purpose of the experiment is to show the
effect of detuning on the performance of the sensor node communication. It can be seen
that when the coil is detuned the performance degrades alot and limit the communication
distance. Thus, tight tuning of the sensor node to the desired frequency is very important.
4.3. Directivity Pattern. The primarily purpose of the three coil design is to im-
prove the directivity pattern that can increase the robustness of the senor nodewhen deployed
in a practical application. To verify the importance of using multi coil design, we perform
the measurements using both one and three coil and then compare the results.
The experiment is performed using two sets of coils: one node is programmed to
transmit a 20 byte sequence and the other node is placed in the vicinity to receive the signal.
The receive node is connected to the oscilloscope to record the strength of the signal. The
signal voltage is recorded after each rotation of 15◦ until 180◦ as the measurements repeats
after that. The test is repeated for the four possible combinations of one and three coil: one
coil Tx vs One coil Rx, one coil Tx vs three coil Rx, three coil Tx vs one coil Rx and three
coil Tx vs three coil Rx as shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Directivity patterns of one and multi coil sensor node. The 3-coil config yielded
an omni-directional pattern, while the 1-coil config was directional.
Figure 13 shows the directional nature using single coils at Tx and Rx. One coil
Tx vs one coil Rx performs the worst with orientation. Using one coil Tx vs one coil Rx
performs almost yields no communication at 90◦. On the other hand using three coil at either
Tx or Rx, improve the communication robustness as one of the three coils gets aligned after
90◦ of rotation. Using three coils at both Tx and Rx further improve the communication
robustness and performance. Deployed in a practical application, one can not guarantee a
sensor node to maintain a specific rotation, thus use of three coil sensor node is important.
To further illustrate the advantage of using three coils for omni-directionality, We
use EMC Studio [1] to create the three dimensional model as shown in Figure 14a and run
simulations. The Tx and Rx node are separated by a distance of 1 meter or 50 meters. Both
the Tx and Rx nodes are randomly rotated and the received strength on each coil is shown
in Figure 14. It can be seen that while individual readings from the three RX-coils vary
wildly and the difference can be as large as 50 dB, the maximum value of the three Rx coils
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(a) RSSI with the three coils at 1m and 50m
(b) RSSI of three Rx coils at 1 m and 50 m
Figure 14. Directivity test using EMC Studio Simulations
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stays rather constant and the difference is in the range of 5 dB. This simulation validated
the near omni-directional receiving properties of using three coils and the results confirmed
with the field experiments.
5. CONCLUSION
A low-cost and low power multi-coil MI communication system has been presented
for underground and underwater wireless sensor network applications. Three different
transmission configurations have been investigated to choose the optimal configuration. The
hardware and software implementation have been explained in detail and field tests have
been performed to demonstrate the promising communication range and robust performance
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents theoretical modeling and circuit analysis of magneto-inductive com-
munication channels where receivers use multiple coils to improve the spatial sensitivity
patterns and communication range. The mutual coupling among the multi-coils at receiver
and between transmit and receive coils is derived for general configurations in 3D space.
The equivalent circuit of induced voltage for receive coils is analyzedwhich provides a guide
for the design of matching circuits for optimal performance. The methodology developed in
this paper can also be applied to other sensor network scenarios where MI communications
are used.
1. INTRODUCTION
Unlike RF communications that relies on electromagnetic wave propagation, Near
Field Communication (NFC) is achieved by magnetic field induction/resonance between
transmit and receive coils at distances much less than a wavelength of the carrier frequency.
Recent applications of NFC include nearfield touchless entry [35, 29, 37] and RF identi-
fication (RFID) [42, 28]. The magneto inductive communication (MI) has also been used
as an alternative to acoustic communications for underground and underwater applications
[41, 39, 33, 40, 34, 30].
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Recently, researchers have put efforts to study, analyze and model the MI channel.
The related literature involve study of magnetic field of a current carrying coil, amount of
mutual inductance among coupled coils and equivalent circuit analysis of the the transformer
model. Significant amount of work has been done by Babic et al. in deriving expressions
for mutual inductance among resonant coils arbitrarily placed in three dimension space[31].
Equivalent circuit analysis have also been performed and presented in[32, 38]. In another
work, Gulbahar et al modeled dense underwater MI channels [34] with closely placed
transmitters and receivers. Our work builds on top of these efforts to model and analyze a
multi coil receiver system.
This paper presents theoretical modeling of mutual inductance of the transmit and
receive coils and by performing equivalent circuit analysis to derive expressions for the
induced voltage. Two types of orthogonal configuration of the three coils at the receiver
side are discussed: spherical configuration where all the three coils are centered at the same
point such that the mutual inductances of the three coils are independent, and the three coils
arranged on three sides of a cubic with different centers which caused interfering fields and
detuning at the operating frequency. It is shown that the spherical configuration enables
the coils to be tuned to the same resonant frequency and induces more voltage than cubical
configuration.
2. MUTUAL INDUCTANCE OF RESONANT COILS
Similar to Radio Frequency (RF) electro-magnetic waves, MI communication sys-
tems employ alternating Electric (E) and Magnetic (B) fields as the data carrier [36]. The
E and B fields generated by alternating electrical current in a transmit antenna coil can be
modeled by Maxwell equations, and their field strengths decay with the distance r from the
transmit current source. Let the operating frequency of the current source be ω = 2pi f .
Then the wavenumber is κ = ω/v with v being the wave propagation speed in the medium.
The region that rκ  1 is called static field, in which the E and B fields attenuate at a rate
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Figure 1. Coordinate system of the transmit coil and receive coil.
of 1/r3. If rκ  1, then the field is called radiation field and the field strength decays at a
rate of 1/r . In between, the field is called quasi-static field and the strength decays at 1/r2.
Unlike RF communication systems that operate in the radiation field, MI communication
systems operate in static or quasi-static fields by using low frequency and/or low power.
To model the MI communication channels, the mutual inductance of the transmit
and receive coil is analyzed here. Figure 1 shows the tx-rx MI system model, where a
transmit coil is located at the origin and on the x − y plane of the x − y − z coordinate
system. On the receive side, the coil is centered at point (x0, y0, z0), and aligned on the
x′ − y′. Denote the normal vectors of the rx coil as zˆ′, yˆ′, and xˆ′, respectively, since these
vectors align with z′, y′, and x′ axes, respectively. Let θi be the “in-plane tilt angle” of the
ith normal vector around axis x, and ψi be the rotation angle of the ith normal vector around
axis z. The parameters (x0, y0, z0) and (θi, ψi) describe the lateral and angular displacement
between the transmit and receive coils.
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Although the Finite Element Method (FEM) and Boundary Element Method (BEM)
are commonly used for calculating the mutual inductance of a pair of transmit and receive
coils with arbitrary displacement parameters, a fast-convergent formulas is given by [31] as




(p1 cos ϕ + p2 sin ϕ + p3)Ψ(m)√
mU30
dϕ (1)
where µ0 is the magnetic permeability constant, Nt and Nr are the numbers of turns
of the transmit and receive coils, respectively, Ri is the radius of the ith receive coil, and
other definitions are
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and where Rt is the radius of the transmit coil, K(m) and E(m) are the complete elliptic













1 − m sin2 αdα (4)
For the special case that a = 0, c = 0 and l → 0, some of the parameters in (2) are
simplified into
p1 = 0, p2 = ∓βsgn(b), p3 = 0,
p4 = ∓αsgn(b), p5 = ±γ,
U0 = α2 + β2 + δ2i cos
2 ϕ ∓ 2αδisgn(b) cos ϕ. (5)
For the special case of x0 = 0, y0 = 0, the transmit and receive coils are parallel, (1) will
experience numerical instability. A small offset  shall be added to the center coordinates
to mitigate the problem.
Figure 2. Equivalent circuit and transformer model of Tx and Rx coupled coil
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Figure 3. Tx and Multi coil Rx with mutual coupling
3. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT ANALYSIS OF 3D MULTI COIL MODEL
Figure 2 shows transformer model and equivalent circuit of two coupled coils where
M is the mutual induction of the transmitter coil and receiver coil, Vr is the voltage induced
at the receiver side, Vt is the voltage of transmitter battery. Zrt is the effect of receiver coil
on transmit coil and Ztr is the effect of transmitter coil on receive coil. Similarly Zt and Zr
are the self impedances of transmit and receive coils.
It can also be noted that since the transmitter needs to transmit a strong signal, the
impedance needs to be small; this is why the tuning capacitor is used in series with the coil.
On the other hand, the transceiver requires high impedance to respond to the slight change
produced by magnetic flux passing through it, so the tuning capacitor is used in parallel
with the coil.
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For a given Tx-Rx separation, the maximum voltage output is obtained when the
receive coil is aligned with the transmit coil. We see in [30] that using one coil at the
receiver gives directional communication and using three coil at the receiver makes the
communication more robust and omni-directional.
Figure 3 shows the transformer model of the transmit coil and multi-coil receiver.
The figure shows all the possible combinations of the mutual coupling among all the
coils. We keep all the transmit and receive coil of same radius and number of turns. The
tuning capacitor for all the coils remain the same. The following equations shows the self
impedances of each coil. Since all the receive coils use the tuning capacitor in parallel, they




Zt = Rt + jωLt +
1
1 + jωCt
Zr = Zr1 = Zr2 = Zr3
Zr = R + jωL (6)
To make the multi coil more robust , the coils are placed orthogonal to each other.
Depending on the mutual coupling among the receive coils, we have divided the circuit
analysis into two sub cases.The two arrangements can be seen in Figure 4 and Figure 5
whereas the mutual coupling has been computed using the equation 1.
3.1. Case 1. In the first arrangement the coils are orthogonal as well as same
centered. The mutual coupling among the three coils, if centered along one point is zero.
The equivalent circuit for such arrangement is shown in Figure 4. The reflected impedance
equations are given by equation 7
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(a) Spherical configuration
(b) Equivalent circuit model
Figure 4. Case 1: whereMr1r2 = Mr2r3 = Mr1r3 = 0
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(a) Cubical configuration
(b) Equivalent circuit model
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The induced voltage at each receiver coil is then given by equation 7. It can be observed





3.2. Case 2. In the second arrangement the coils are orthogonal and placed at three
corners of the cube. The mutual coupling among the three coils is no longer zero. The
equivalent circuit for such arrangement is shown in Figure 5.







































The induced voltages at each receiver coil is then given by equation 9. It can be
observed that voltage induced in each receiver coil has effect from the nearby coupling and
voltage of the other coil detunes the coil from the operating frequency.


































The induced voltage equations can be represented in a matrix form of AX = B as
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We use Matlab to perform simulations. We consider case 1 configuration for our
simulation. The reason for choosing case 1 configuration, is that mutual coupling among
the three receive coil is zero and voltage induced at each coil is independent of the other
two coils present nearby. Thus, all the three coils listens to the channel independently and
the receiver then select the maximum voltage induced among the three coils.
Figure 6a illustrates different curves for different position of the rx coil with respect
to tx coil. The tx coil is centered at (0,0,0) and is on the z-axis while the rx coil is centered
at different locations to show the effect of mutual inductance at different directions in the
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plane. It can be seen that the mutual inductance is maximum when both the rx and tx coils
are on the same z-axis. The graph also shows placing the rx at (0,2,0), (0,2,2) and (2,2,2).
Similarly, the mutual inductance is minimum when the rx coil is placed at (2,2,2).
Since keeping the rx coil on z-axis give the maximum mutual inductance, another
illustration is shown in Figure 6b where the rx-coil is moved away from the tx coil along
the z-axis. The curves are plotted with z = 2 m, 10 m, 15 m and 30 m. The plots clearly
shows decay in the mutual inductance as the rx coil is moved away.
It can be observed from figure 6 that for a given distance the mutual inductance is
maximum when the surface of the receive coil is either at zero degree or 90 degree. The
reason is that all the three coils are orthogonal and at zero degree one of the coil (say coil
one) is facing the transmit coil and couples strongly. When the multi coil receiver is rotated
90 degree coil two then faces the transmit coil and couples strongly. Similarly at 45 degree
none of the coil is facing the transmit coil and we observe the minimum coupling at that
angle. Figure 7 shows the decay of mutual coupling with increase in distance.
5. CONCLUSION
We have presented theoretical modeling and equivalent circuit analysis of multi coil
channels in near field magneto inductive communication. The formulae for mutual coupling
between two coils have been shown located at any point in the three dimensional space. The
node equations in the circuit analysis were built by expanding the transformer equations.
Multi coil with two different orthogonal arrangements was presented. It was shown that
between the two arrangements: spherical configuration and cubical configuration, spherical
configuration proves to induce more voltage and should be chosen to develop multi coil
communication system.
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(a) When Rx coil is placed at different positions in space
(b) When Rx is moved away from Tx on z-axis
Figure 6. Polar plot of mutual coupling between Tx and Rx coil
Figure 7. Mutual coupling with distance
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ABSTRACT
This paper analyses the effects of metal structures in near-field Magneto-Inductive (MI)
communication systems, where the transmitter and/or receiver coils may be close to large
metal structures that has high magnetic permeability and conductivity. EMCoStudio simu-
lations show that the presence of metal structure help to increase the coupling magnitude if
placed nearby the transmit and receive coils, but reduces significant if placed between the
transmit and receive coils.
1. INTRODUCTION
MI communications has attracted significant research interests in recent years. MI
communication has been commonly used in nearfield touchless entry, RF identification
(RFID) [50], underground sensing [53], and target localization [49, 47]. Sojdehei et.
al [51] reported a underwater MI system that achieved 400 m communication range in
sea water with low data rate. Sun and Akyildiz [52] describe magnetic induction for a
underground wireless sensor networks. Meybodi et. al studied MI for district heating
system with underground localization [48] [46]. Markham et. al studied underground 3D
localization and tracking using MI systems. Agbinya [44] investigated MI for increasing
near-field communication range.
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One of the advantage MI exhibits over EM and acoustic is that MI performs similar
in different medium such as air, water and underground. Unlike EM, MI mainly depends
on the magnetic permeability and conductivity of the medium which allow MI to penetrate
through solids, air and water similarly. This advantage of MI make MI the best choice to
be used for applications which involve communication through different mediums. One of
such application is a levee monitoring solution shown in Fig. 1 where MI sensor nodes can
be use to monitor the health of I-wall.
Figure 1 shows a levee equipped with MI sensor nodes and base-station nodes. The
sensor node monitors the I-wall which is often placed very close to the I-wall; while the
base-station may be placed in either side of the I-wall in practical deployment. I-wall is
constructed with iron bars which make the I-wall look like a metal plate that has high
magnetic permeability and conductivity. Since the MI sensor nodes will be placed close by
the I-wall, it is required to analyze the effect of metal plate on the magnitude of the coupling
between the transmit and receive coils. This paper thus studies the effect of metal presence
in the vicinity of coils. We simulate different cases to analyze the effect and the results
show that when metal plate is placed between the transmit and receive coil the performance
degrades whereas placing the coils on the side of the metal plate helps to couple more
strongly.
Figure 1. Levee health monitoring solution using MI communication.
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2. MI COMMUNICATION MODEL
MI communication systems use well-tuned coils at the transmitter to create an
alternating magnetic field which is a quasi-static field. The receive coils are coupled via
the magnetic field in the near field region. The coupling can be measured by a coupling
coefficient between the coils as the ratio of the flux that passes through the receive coil,
relative to the total flux generated at the transmit coil.
The amount of mutual coupling that links the transmit and receive coils depends
on the distance, orientation and presence of magnetic or conductive materials near the two
coils. In general, the closer the transmitter and receiver coil, the greater is the mutual
inductance. Similarly, if the two coils are perfectly aligned to each other in orientation, the
mutual inductance will be maximum. Presence of magnetic material also greatly effects the
communication depending on the magnetic permeability of the medium.
2.1. Magnetic Field Generated by Tx Coils. Assume the transmit coil is centered
at the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system and is aligned with xy plane. The magnetic
field created by the current loop at any point (x, y) in the xy plane is derived as [45]
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where µo is magnetic permeability constant, µr is the magnetic permeability of the medium,
I is the current flowing through the coil, r is the radius of the coil and (x, y) denotes an
arbitrary point from the origin.
To find the magnetic vector potential and then take the divergence of the magnetic
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Table 1 shows the magnetic permeability of different media. It can be seen that
for vacuum, air and water, the value is close to 1, but for magnetic materials like iron, the
magnetic permeability is as high as 80, which effects the strength of magnetic field around
the material.
2.2. Induced Voltage at the Rx Coils. At the receiver side, voltage is generated
as the induced emf with the change in magnetic flux (Φ). Magnetic flux can be expressed




B · dA (4)





Substituting eqn( 4) in eqn( 5) yields
V = ω | B | A cos(β) (6)
where B is the transmitter magnetic field from the center of the Tx coil to the center of
received coil, A is the area of the receiver coil and β is the angle formed between the
magnetic field (B) and normal to the receiver coil plane. | B | is the constant magnitude of
the magnetic field.
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With configuration of three dimensional coils, each of the Rx coils independently
couples with the magnetic field transmitted from the Tx coil and induces voltages V1,V2,V3
respectively. The receiver node then selects the maximum of the three:
Vrecvd = max(V1,V2,V3) (7)
3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We consider a levee constructed with soil, rocks and metal plates. Since metals
have higher magnetic permeability compared with that of air as shown in Table 1, we
simulate the effect of metal plate on transmitting and receiving coils using EMCoStudio
[43]. A three dimensional coil is created to represent the transmit and receiver sensor node
and a metal plate to represent the I-wall, as shown in Fig. 2. Coils Rx1/Tx1, Rx2/Tx2
and Rx3/Tx3 are placed along y, z and x axis with radius 0.13 m, 0.1365 m and 0.143 m,
respectively. Coils Tx3 & Rx3 are facing each other and coils Tx1 & Rx1 face the metal
plate.
We simulate two major cases: when both Tx/Rx coils are placed on one side of the
metal plate and when the Tx/Rx coils are placed across the metal plate. We used all the
three coils to transmit independently and observed the effect of the transmit coil orientation
with respect to metal plate. All the three coils set to transmit separately one at a time with
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Figure 2. Simulation Setup: MI Sensor node modeled as three dimensional coils and placed
on both sides of the I-wall
presence and absence of metal plate. The transmit coil was tested at different distance from
the metal plate and the closest distance was 0.14 m which is a little more than the radius of
the coil.
We use all the three coils to transmit independently and observe the effect of the
transmit coil orientation with respect to metal plate. All the three coils set to transmit
separately one at a time with presence and absence of metal plate. The transmit coil was
tested at different distance with the metal plate and the closest distance was 0.14 m which
is a little more than the radius of the coil.
3.1. Case 1: Coils Placed On The Same Side OfMetal Plate. When the transmit
and receive coils are placed along the I-wall, the results are shown in Figure 3. In all the
three sub-figures, one of the tx coil is set to transmit at a time and all the three coils of the
rx coil induce the voltage. It can also be seen that when tx coil 3 is transmitting the rx coil
3 induces the maximum voltage due to facing each other. Figure 4 shows the simulation
results of three three sub-cases. Figure 4a shows the scenario where we set both tx and rx
coils to move away from the metal plate and see the effect on the received voltage. Figure
4b represents a scenario where we keep the rx coil close to the metal plate at distance 0.25m
and move the tx coil 1m away from the metal plate. We simulate and record the induced
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(a) When Tx coil 1 is set to transmit (b) When Tx coil 2 is set to transmit (c) When Tx coil 3 is set to transmit
Figure 3. One of the transmit coil is transmitting while all the receive coils are receiving.
Results are without metal presence, with metal placed at 0.13m (edge of coils close to
metal), and with metal placed at 1m from the edge off transmit coil 3. Tx and Rx coils are
at the same distance away from the metal plate as shown in Figure 4
(a) Tx and Rx coils are on same distance
from the metal plate
(b) When Rx coil is close to the metal
plate and Tx coil is moved away from
the metal plate
(c) When Rx coil is moved away from
the metal plate and Tx coil is close to
the metal plate
Figure 4. Case 1: When transmit and receive coils are placed on the same side of the metal
plate
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(a) Case 1a: Tx andRx both aremoved
at the same distance away from the
metal plate
(b) Case 1b: Rx is close to the metal
plate and Tx is moved away from the
plate
(c) Case 1c: Tx is close to the metal
plate and Rx is moved away from the
plate
Figure 5. Case 1 results: When transmit and receive coil are placed on the same side of the
metal plate as shown in Figure 4. Metal plate enhances the received signal when metal is
placed in the vicinity of the coils.
voltage in both presence and absence of metal plate. Similarly, Figure 4c represents a
scenario where the tx coil is kept closer to the metal plate at distace 0.25m and move the rx
coil at 1m.
Figure 5 a,b,c shows results of Figure 4 a,b,c respectively. The results are shown
for the tx3/rx3 coil only. It can be seen in Figure 6a that when metal plate is kept near the
coils the induced voltage increases and as the coils are moved away from the metal plate,
the induced voltage starts decreasing. It can also be noted that when the coils are moved
1m away from the metal plate the induced voltage becomes similar to when no metal was
placed. This yields that at 1m distance the metal plate effects become negligible.
3.2. Case 2: Coils Placed On The Opposite Side Of Metal Plate. When the
transmit and receive coils are on the opposite side of the I-wall, the simulation results are
shown in 6 . It can be seen that there is a decrease in the received voltage when the metal
plate is introduced between the two coils. The amount of decrease is not significant when
Tx2 and Tx3 are set to transmit but is almost half when Tx1 is set to transmit.
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(a) When Tx coil 1 is set to transmit (b) When Tx coil 2 is set to transmit (c) When Tx coil 3 is set to transmit
Figure 6. Case 2 results: When transmit and receive coil are on the opposite side of the
I-wall as shown in 2
.
The simulations thus shows that If the transmit coil is facing the metal plate, then it
will have drastic effect and will result in poor communication. Other than facing the metal
plate, the presence of metal coil leads to better communication when performed along the
I-wall and almost similar communication when performed across the I-wall.
4. CONCLUSION
The paper present themathematical model forMI communication and then evaluates
the effect of metal presence on MI coils. Extensive simulation results are shown to help
analyze the effect of metal and has been observed that metal present on one side of the coils
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ABSTRACT
MediumAccess Control (MAC) protocol is an important metric of wireless sensor networks
because of its high impact on network performance. This paper proposes an energy efficient
MAC protocol that can be used for both terrestrial and underwater wireless sensor networks.
The state transition diagram has been presented in the paper and current consumption
for each state has been recorded to evaluate the energy efficiency of the proposed MAC
protocol.
1. INTRODUCTION
MediumAccess Control (MAC) protocol is an important quality metric of terrestrial
and underwater wireless sensor networks. An inefficient MAC layer can result in heavy
packet collisions, delayed communication and significant energy wastage. Wireless sensor
networks offer a number of challenges for real time MAC layer protocol implementation
and the major challenge is energy consumption [75] because most of the wireless sensor
networks applications require deployment of sensor nodes with limited energy resources
. The challenge becomes more severe with slow speed of propagation, low data rates and
high processing power requirement in case of underwater acoustic sensor networks [69].
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During recent years researchers have proposed a number of energy efficient MAC
protocols for both terrestrial [78, 77, 56, 60, 61, 64, 62, 63, 66, 67, 71, 73, 74] and underwater
wireless sensor networks [76, 57, 58, 59, 65, 68, 54, 70, 72] but unfortunately, only a few
techniques have been prototyped as testbeds. We believe that real time implementation of
the MAC layer for wireless sensor networks is a real need and propose a contention based
MAC protocol with magneto-inductive(MI) based communication.
In this paper we present the proposed energy efficient MAC layer protocol for
wireless sensor networks. The sensor node is capable of magneto inductive communication
which allows the sensor node to be deployed for both terrestrial and underwater sensor
networks [55]. This paper present the design decisions, state transition diagram and
implementation details of the proposed MAC layer.
2. OUR DESIGN RATIONALE
The primary goal is to design an energy efficient MAC protocol for a sensor node in
wireless sensor networks. Our goal stems from the fact that monitoring applications require
the sensor node to run for long time without replacing the battery power. We chose to use
MI communication that allow the sensor node to work both in terrestrial and underwater
wireless sensor networks.
Table 1 shows the common sources of energy consumption for a MAC protocol.
All these sources contribute in energy losses in an idle mode when the sensor is listening
to the channel. To keep the sensor node to consume the minimum possible energy in these
cases we:
• Isolate the power of each component in the sensor node design. This allows the
sensor node to shut down the components that are inactive. The software controls the
power to each component and decides if the component needs to be ON/OFF. This
significantly reduce the overall power consumption of the system.
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Table 1. Common Sources of Energy Consumption
Idle Listening When the sensor node is listening to the channel in order to
receive an upcoming packet
Packet Collision When two or more nodes start to communicate simultane-
ously and result in collision of the simultaneously transmitted
packets.
Packet Overhearing When a sensor node receives and tries to decode a packet that
is not destined for it.
Control Packet Over-
head
When a sensor node include additional control information
to the actual payload.
Figure 1. Packet exchange information between source and destination when initiating a
communication
• Sense the channel for the carrier before transmitting a packet and at the same time
exploit the directional nature of MI communication to avoid collision.
• Keep three separate packet types of different length to lesser the overhead bytes.
3. PROPOSED MAC ALGORITHM
Figure 1 shows packet exchange information between two nodes: source and desti-
nation. The source initiates the communication by sending a reservation packet (REV) to
the other node. As MI coils are directional and depend heavily on transmit & receive coil’s
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Figure 2. Two nodes can simultaneously transmit data packets to other nodes if the strongest
coil pair is different.
orientation, the sensor node uses three dimensional coil for reliable and omni-directional
communication. It is to be noted that the sensor node uses all the three coils to listen to the
channel but use only one of the three coil to transmit at a given time. Thus the same REV
packet is being sent three time from each of the three coils of the sensor node.
After the packet reaches the destination, the receiver sensor node compares the
received packet sent by the three coils and records the coil pair that receives the strongest
signal. The acknowledgment packet (ACK) is then sent back by using the coil with strongest
RSSI. The two nodes then use the selected transmit & receive coil pair for further commu-
nication.
The directional nature of the MI coils and using the strongest transmit receive coil
also allow nearby nodes to communicate with each other. Figure 2 shows a simple case
where Tx1 & Rx1 communicates with coil 1 being the strongest coil and Tx2 & Rx2 also
communicates with coil 2 being the strongest coil.
3.1. State Transition Diagram. The sensor node is programmed to remain in one
of the five states: Idle, Receive, Channel Sensing, Data Acquire and Transmit states and the
state transition diagram is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. State transition diagram of the proposed MAC protocol
The sensor node starts with initialization and enters the Idle state which is an extreme
low power state. The receiver IC is the only component that is running and is listening
to the channel. The sensor node remains in the idle state until there is an interrupt from
the sensor or a packet is received with correct ID. If an interrupt has been occurred, the
sensor node prepares the transmit packet and enters the channel sensing mode. In case of
the packet being received with the correct ID the sensor node enters to the receiving state.
Once the sensor node receives a packet and the ID matches the sensor node’s ID,
the sensor node enters the Receiving state. During this state the sensor node decodes the
packet. If the received packet is a hand shaking packet, the sensor node prepares the packet
to send back the acknowledgment and goes to Channel Sensing state. If the received packet
is the data packet, the sensor node remains in the Receive state until the last byte of data
is received. After receiving the last data packet, the sensor node goes to idle state. If the
received packet requires the sensor node to transmit the sensor data, the sensor node then
goes to the Data Acquire state.
In the Data Acquire state, the sensor node turns ON the sensors and collects the data
from the interfaced sensors. The acquired data is formed into a packet and sensor node goes
to Channel Sensing state.
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The Channel Sensing state is the important state and key part of the proposed MAC
protocol. Whenever a packet is being ready to be transmitted, the sensor node enters the
Channel Sensing state. During this state the sensor node senses the channel to see if the
channel is busy or available. The sensor node remains in the Channel Sensing state if the
sensor node detects a nearby carrier and will go to Transmit state only when the channel is
available.
During the Transmit state, the sensor node turns ON the transmitter circuitry and
sends out the packet. If the transmitted packet is hand shaking packet, the sensor node
goes to the Receive state as the sensor node expects an acknowledgment. Other than hand
shaking packet, the sensor nodes enters the Idle state after the packet is being transmitted.
3.2. Packet Types Used. Figure 4 shows the three different types of packets used
in the proposed MAC layer: Reservation packet (REV), Acknowledgment (ACK) and Data
Packet. All the three packets start with one byte carrier letting the receiver sensor node to
set up and ends with one byte EOF which indicates the end of the packet.
REV packet is used to initiate the communication between the two nodes. This is the
hand shaking packet where the source sends a 13 byte packet. The carrier byte is followed
by a one byte preamble allowing the receiver sensor node to start decoding the target ID.
The preamble is then followed by a four byte target ID which the sensor node compares
with the programmed ID and will forward the rest of packet only if the ID matches. If the
ID does not match the packet is dropped by the sensor node. The next byte is the packet Id
which identify whether the packet is REV, ACK or Data. Since the REV packet is the first
packet of the transmission the sensor node includes the one byte transmit coil information.
The purpose of the transmit coil information is to let the receiver sensor node know which
coil is best suited for the two nodes to communicate.
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After successful reception of the REV packet, the receiver sensor node reply with
an ACK. The ACK is a five byte packet starting with one byte carrier and then followed by
the one byte packet ID. The ACK also includes the transmit and receive coil information
that can be then used for further communication.
Once the ACK is received the two sensor nodes are ready to exchange data packets.
The data packet contains the sensor data or other information need to be transmitted which
can vary between 1 to 16 bytes.
Figure 4. The three packet types being used in the proposed MAC protocol
Figure 5. BlockDiagram of the low-power sensor nodewithMI communication and sensing
capabilities
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Figure 6. Printed Circuit Board (PCB) of sensor node. Antenna coils are not shown.
4. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The block diagram of MI sensor node is shown in Figure 5 and the PCB hardware
is shown in Figure 6, where micro-controller is the main controlling unit. The common
micro-controller families that are being used in sensor network applications are Microchip
PIC family, TI MSP430 family and Atmega family. PIC micro-controllers offer ultra low
power consumption whereas Atmega offers high performance. We chose MSP430 family
which is better suited for applications with high performance and lower power consumption.
The micro-controller we are using in our sensor design is MSP430F5529 which is 16 bit
ultra low power micro-controller with 128 KB Flash and 8 KB RAM.
The micro-controller uses the serial and ADC peripheral to interface with the other
components. I2C bus is used to interface with accelerometer and memory chip. The analog
sensors: pore pressure and inclinometer use the 12-bit ADC peripheral to connect with
micro-controller. The micro-controller forwards the data to the transmitter IC (ATA5276)
through Universal Asynchronous Receive and Transmit (UART) port. The micro-controller
communicates with the receiver IC (AS3933) through GPIO pins and SPI serial interface.
The control configurations are exchanged through SPI bus and received data is transferred
from the receiver IC to micro-controller using GPIO pins.
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Table 2. Current Consumption in Each State
Idle Receive Data Acquire Channel Sensing Transmit
50 uA 200 uA 250 uA 200 uA 1.12 mA
Three coils in spherical configuration, along with their matched tuning capacitors,
are connected to the transmitter or receiver via a multiplexer. All three coils independently
receive the three signals, which are fed to the three input ports of theAS3933 simultaneously;
which then forwards the signal with highest strength to the micro-controller.
Table 2 shows the current requirement of the sensor node in each of the state. The
sensor node is battery powered and require power supply of 3.6 V. It can be seen that in Idle
state the current consumption is ultra low which keeps the overall energy consumption of
the sensor node extremely low.
Table 3 shows the components that are ON or OFF during a specific state. During
Idle state the power consumption is minimum as receiver IC is the only component that
is kept ON. The MCU is in deep sleep mode and the other components are kept OFF.
During the Receive state, the receiver IC wakes up the micro-controller which then receives
the data. During the Data Acquire state, the micro-controller turns ON the sensor power,
acquires the data and then turns OFF the sensor power. During the Channel Sensing state
the two active components are micro-controller and the receiver IC. The receiver IC sense
the channel and the micro-controller keep track of the sensing time. During the Transmit
state, the micro-controller turns OFF all other components and turns ON the transmitter
power.
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Table 3. Active and In-Active components in each state
Working Mode Components Power Mode
Micro-Controller Sleep





















The paper presents an energy efficient MAC layer protocol for wireless sensor
networks. The MI based sensor design has been presented and believed to bring an insight
in the terrestrial and underwater research community. State diagram of the MAC protocol
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2. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A low-cost and low power three coil MI communication system has been designed
and implemented for wireless sensor network applications. Different transmit and receive
configurations have been investigated to choose the optimal low power configuration for
the transceiver. The hardware and software implementation have been explained in detail
and field tests have been performed to demonstrate the promising communication range and
robust performance of the sensor node. Theoretical modeling and equivalent circuit analysis
of multi coil channels in near field magneto inductive communication have been provided.
Simulations have also been performed in EMC Studio to observe the effect of the presence
of metal on MI communication. At the end an energy efficient MAC layer protocol for
Magneto Inductive wireless sensor networks has been proposed and implemented to offer a
complete solution for wireless sensor network applications.
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